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ABSTRACT
The robust development of Cross-border E-commerce (hereinafter as CBEC) has greatly boosted the global economy, accompanied by researches on cultivation of talents needed in CBEC. The cultivation largely depends on the school course designs. The authors conduct a case study of a college in China combined with quantitative questionnaire to analyse the effects of CBEC course design on the basis of ARCS model. The study results show that the four strategies based on ARCS model are proved to be fairly effective. Most students respond well to the teaching strategies. Thus, this study has extended the study of ARCS model to a fresh education context and offers some insights for the research in teaching of CBEC courses.
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1. INTRODUCTION
CBEC in China has witnessed rapid development since the launch of “the Road and Belt Initiative” and “Internet Plus”. In 2018, the gross volume of CBEC in China has reached over 1, 000 billion dollars, with growth rate of 11.4%. The rapid development of CBEC, on the one hand, has enriched the relevant studies from logistics [1-4], market [5], to customers [7]. On the other hand, the shortage of talents in CBEC is gradually recognized [8]. The recruitment of graduates in return drives many colleges and vocational schools to set relevant CBEC courses so as to satisfy the needs in society. The research focus is also shifted from the e-commerce itself to the instruction of CBEC courses. How to design the syllabus, employ teaching tactics, motivate and cultivate qualified graduates is definitely worth exploring. Thus, this study follows this trend on the course design of CBEC and analyse its effects on the basis of ARCS motivational model.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
When it comes to the study of motivation, it is widely acknowledged that numerous researches from different perspectives can be found such as educational psychology [9], social psychology [10] and educational studies [11-12]. Among the educational studies, Keller firstly introduced the ARCS motivational model in 1984 [11] and there are many subsequent studies that describe the model. There are four categories: Attention, Relevance, Confidence and Satisfaction. Attention means capturing the interest of learners and stimulating the curiosity to learn; relevance refers to meeting the personal needs/goals of the learner to effect a positive attitude; confidence is concerned with helping the learners believe/feel that they will succeed and control their success; satisfaction is defined as reinforcing accomplishment with rewards (internal and external) [12]. Each of the four categories has subcategories based on the major motivational variables subsumed by the categories [12]. The subcategories of ARCS model can be seen in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Sub-categories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attention</td>
<td>A1: Perceptual Arousal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A2: Inquiry Arousal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A3: Variability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevance</td>
<td>R1: Goal Orientation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Producing Strategies</td>
<td>R2: Motive Matching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R3: Familiarity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confidence Strategies</td>
<td>C1: Learning Requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C2: Success Opportunities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C3: Personal Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfactory-Generating Strategies</td>
<td>S1: Natural Consequences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S2: Positive Consequences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S3: Equity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These subcategories could help diagnose learners’ motivational profiles and create motivational tactics that are proper for the specific problems identified [12]. The ARCS model emphasizes not only the stimulating of learners’ motivation, but the sustaining of motivation so that it could provide learners with fulfilment that would promote learners’ learning transfer. In view of previous studies, it has been found that most of them are concerned with the application of ARCS model in different disciplines [13-15], online learning such as MOOCs [16-19]. Some of the application studies in various disciplines are case studies that focus on the application of ARCS model to scientific and technological courses [20-23] and basic theoretical courses [24-25]. However, few studies have been found in relation to the application of ARCS model to CBEC course design and its effect.
With regard to the studies on CBEC course, most studies come along with the development of global e-business. Some of the studies concentrate on the general discussion of teaching strategies such as CLIL [26] and PBL [8]. Some of the studies focus on the educational reforms [27-28]. It is hardly to find the study which analyse the learners’ motivation in CBEC course from the perspective of ARCS model. The students’ motivation in the course is definitely worthy of study since the output of course learning could directly provide excellent candidates for CBEC companies that are at present in shortage of professional workforce. Therefore, this study intends to analyse the effect of the application of ARCS motivation model [12] in CBEC course design. Hopefully, the study results would provide some implications for CBEC course design and teaching.

3. METHODOLOGY

3.1. Research Purposes

This study aims to carry out a case study to analyse the application of ARCS model [12] to CBEC course. The following two research questions are guided through the study: 1) What are the features of CBEC course designed on the basis of ARCS model? 2) What are the effects of the ARCS motivational course design? By answering these two questions, hopefully, this study would offer some insights to the CBEC teaching and researching. Meanwhile, it would validate the effect of ARCS model application to a new course.

3.2. Research Subjects

The research subjects are juniors from Xinhua College of Sun Yat-sen University majoring in English, Spanish and Portuguese. The semester is Fall in 2019. The CBEC course is an elective that was determined at the end of their sophomore year. The total number of learners in this course is 103, with 15 males and 88 females. The questionnaire randomly took a sample of 37 students, among whom there were 31 female and 6 male students. The gender ratio of sample is roughly the same as that of students in whole class. The course for whole semester involves 18 weeks. Since the last two weeks were for final presentation and assessment, 16 weeks were designed for application of ARCS model [12], including eight units introduction to CBEC, platforms rules, product selection, product posting, logistics, product optimizing, marketing and after-sale services. The basic schedule was one unit for two weeks with slight adjustment.

3.3. Research Methods

Qualitative and quantitative methods were both employed for analysis. A case study of juniors in Xinhua College of Sun Yat-sen University is taken for qualitative analysis while a questionnaire survey was carried out for quantitative analysis. The questionnaire was designed based on ARCS model [12] with Likert 5 scales for questions in relation to attitudes. Due to the different teaching environment from Keller’s, the activities mentioned in Kellers’ works were not totally taken. We adjusted the course design according to the requirements of CBEC talents in Chinese society. All together there are 10 questions regarding attitudes towards the course design and teaching tactics. The value of Cronbach $\alpha$ is 0.66, which means the data obtained from the questionnaire is reliable for analysis.

3.4. Research Procedure

The study was carried out at the end of the semester after the final score of this course has been given. The questionnaire was totally anonymous. The reason for this is that students could authentically answer the questionnaire without fear of affecting their final scores. After the data was collected, it was analysed online for further analysis.

4. RESULTS ANALYSIS

The syllabus of CBEC was designed based on the four elements of ARCS model: attention, relevance, confidence and satisfaction [12]. With regard to CBEC, it is an interdisciplinary course involving foreign languages, international trade, operation of e-commerce platform, logistics and marketing. Considering the majors and capability of juniors, the allocation of class was adjusted according to the difficulty of teaching units. The students majoring in foreign languages were especially given more time on the units such were challenging for them as logistics setting. According to the questionnaire survey, 89.2% of research subjects believe that the whole semester’s learning is “rewarding” and “very rewarding”. This indicates that the CBEC course designed based on the ARCS model can satisfy the learning needs of most students. In the course design, the following four teaching tactics are the features on the basis of ARCS motivational model [12].

4.1. Team Based Learning: Mini-company Participation

Team Based Learning (hereinafter as TBL) was initially developed in business school and then has been employed in diverse teaching context, especially the medical
education [28]. It refers to the strategy that students voluntarily group together as a mini company during the whole semester. As a company, they need to elect a CEO who is responsible for the entire team’s business including profits and loss. Besides, the participation in class, homework assignment and final assessment were all in group form. In other words, it means that there was no individual score for their personal performance in these sections but only group score for them all.

This differs from the traditional TBL in that, considering the practice-focused CBEC course, it is based on the R1, C2, S1 and S2 strategies in ARCS model [12] to engage the students in the form of mini-company. Based on R1 Goal Orientation strategy, the setup of mini-company can satisfy the students’ needs of real engagement in the business activity. The team members are connected as a whole since their participation in class and accomplishment of assignments after class were assessed as one participant in the course.

According to the A2 Inquiry Arousal strategy [12], questions were proposed in teachers’ classroom instruction could be obtained online by students themselves. The practice in class is actually nothing new. For many students which is very crucial for maintaining students’ engagement in the business activity. The team members have to endeavour in every aspect so as to identify the real trading platform could boost the satisfaction and confidence in students. 69.3% of the subjects love to operate in real business platform. The numbers show that real trading platform could boost the satisfaction and confidence in students which is very crucial for maintaining students’ learning motivation.

4.2. Real Trading Platform

In the course design, real CBEC trading platform DHgate is selected for practice. Actually, with the development of CBEC industry, changes are always taking place. There are free and charged CBEC platforms. Apart from these, there are simulated ones of those charged platforms. For CBEC course, multiple choices are out there but in the guidance of ARCS model, especially the Satisfaction element [12], DHgate was chosen for students’ practice. Students have to learn about rules in DHgate, upload products and operate their store online. The team members work together to achieve the goal of completing one order at least. As is mentioned in Section 4.1, there might be profit or loss in their business. When the mini-company earns, a sense of pride would come along, which can boost the confidence actually since the success opportunity comes true. However, the risk of entering e-commerce fraud [29] would bring challenges to the mini-company. They have to belong in every aspect so as to identify the true buyers and conduct profitable business. For example, when setting the price, students had to calculate the cost and logistics fees very carefully since they needed to prepare the products by themselves with their own finance. Before that, students had to carefully select the proper products that could be sold. After uploading the products, they would adjust the products according to its visitors and exposure. Sometimes, they would carry out some sales plans. Each step had to be taken very carefully due to the real trading platform. They were dealing with factories, buyers, logistic companies and so on. All these actually comply with the C3 Personal Control strategy in Confidence element of ARCS model [12], which is very important in their operation of global business online.

In the questionnaire survey about the practice in real CBEC course, the average score is 4.03 which means this course design is acceptable for the majority of the students. 69.3% of the subjects love to operate in real business platform. The numbers show that real trading platform could boost the satisfaction and confidence in students which is very crucial for maintaining students’ learning motivation.

4.3. Adequate Practice in Class

The practice in class is actually nothing new. For many courses, practices in class are very extensive. What is specially emphasized in the CBEC class is that every week half of the class time is given for practice. This is based on the Attention Getting strategy in ARCS model [12]. It would be definitely a boring class when teachers spent most of time on instructing. Actually, for CBEC, so much could be obtained online by students themselves. According to the A2 Inquiry Arousal strategy [12], questions were proposed in teachers’ classroom instruction and students could solve the problems in their practice. It would be better for maintaining students’ attention in class.
What’s more, enough practice in class is on the basis of the Relevance element in the motivational model [12]. In students’ practice in real platform, the information given by teachers was properly applied to their online store operation, which also reveals the value of teacher’s instruction.

The questionnaire results show that 81% of the subjects accept more practice in class. 16% of them regard the practice in class “not enough” and 3% of them think the practice time is “little”. This implies that students enjoy practice in class and they are in favour of more practice in class. In the future course teaching, more time should be allocated for practice.

Practice in class was also guided with some tasks and students were encouraged to accomplish them as soon as possible. The more quickly they finished their task, the more classroom performance score they would obtain. This tactic is based on the Confidence element in ARCS model [12]. Class requirements are notified and students are aware of their success opportunities in that their quick and efficient team work would earn more score for their classroom performance. They are totally in control of their group work. According to the questionnaire results, 91.1% of the subjects are (very) satisfied with this strategy with. This will be mentioned as well in the next section.

4.4. Timely Feedback in Public

The importance of feedback in teaching is widely acknowledged [30]. In the course design of CBEC, considering the real trading platform and requirement of enough practice, feedback is given in public and most importantly in time. This teaching strategy is based on the Satisfaction and Relevance elements in ARCS model [12]. Teacher gives excellent students or mini-company oral and public positive appraisal. This would set other students an example to follow. Learning from fellow students would be more inspiring for students to sustain their learning. Offering timely feedback is in line with the S2 Positive consequences strategy in that students would quickly realize whether they have reached their expectation. For those students who endeavour a lot into their learning, the timely feedback would make them feel worthy and thus enhance their confidence. According to the results, over half of the subjects believe that they were not sure about their capability in entering CBEC companies whether as employees or interns. In other words, they were not fully aware that their learning of skills in class at present would help them achieve certain goal in the future. The future value of the course was not emphasized. This could be amended in the future course design. Besides, this study is insufficient in the number of subjects. Future studies can involve more students in the survey.

According to the questionnaire, when it comes to whether the teacher has offered feedback in time, 48.6% choose “very timely” and 43.2% think “timely”. An overwhelming majority of students approve of the timely feedback. One week feedback is very referential for CBEC course design.

5. CONCLUSION

With regard to the analysis above, it can be seen that the CBEC course design based on ARCS model could effectively attain students’ attention, produce relevance, build confidence and generate satisfaction. Most of the teaching strategies were based on Confidence and Satisfaction elements [12]. Those two elements were also two important factors that would keep students motivated. In the course design, adjusted TBL, real trading platform, enough practice in class and teachers’ public and timely feedback are the main features on the basis of the ARCS motivational model. In designing the CBEC course, teaching strategies that combines more than one element in the ARCS motivational model are recommended.

In the questionnaire survey, it is also found that some strategies need to be strengthened in the future such as the Goal Orientation strategy [12]. According to the results, over half of the subjects believe that they were not sure about their capability in entering CBEC companies whether as employees or interns. In other words, they were not fully aware that their learning of skills in class at present would help them achieve certain goal in the future.

The future value of the course was not emphasized. This could be amended in the future course design. Besides, this study is insufficient in the number of subjects. Future studies can involve more students in the survey.

To sum up, this study has enriched previous research in relation to ARCS model by taking a new case for study and extended its application to CBEC course. The analysis of course design is also referential to the teaching and researching in CBEC.
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